
 

 

MITCHAM FAIR: 1950s - 1990s 

 



 

The Mayor of Mitcham, Councillor Bradley, arrives in style for the official opening of the annual fair, 1954 



 

 

 

It was during the 1950s that a processional drive was added to the official opening ceremony of 

the fair. The Mayor of Mitcham drove from the town hall ( now Vestry Hall ) through the local 

streets in an open carriage ( later replaced by the Mayoral car ) before arriving at the  

fairground. Here he would give a speech and lift the gilded key. If the opening fell on a  

weekend, a Sunday Service would also be delivered by the chaplain to the Fairground Society 

and hymns would be played on the main fairground organ. 

 

Local resident John Elwin recalled: 

“Shortly before 12 noon, a large group of council officials would turn up and mount the stage 

with prominent showmen. Tom Norman would be in a dress suit and bow tie at the microphone. 

...Newsreel cameramen would shoot the scenes in front of the show...The speeches would be 

made and the mayor would be introduced… 

Then Tom Norman would raise three cheers from the crowd for the mayor and the golden key 

would be held aloft as two silver bells would ring. This was the showmen’s signal. All the music 

started up at once, steam whistles would blow and the noise would be terrific.  

The fair was now open!”  



 

 

 Youngsters huddle round the chairoplane  

 for a damp start to Mitcham Fair, 1957 



 

Harmless amusement at Mitcham fair, 1956. 

(Left ) a mutascope or “What the Butler Saw” machine  - this flicked through a reel of sequential 

postcards to create what appeared, to the viewer. as a moving image. Subjects were often 

slightly risqué. 

( Right ) A punchbag version of the “Test Your Strength” machine. 



 

 

During the late 1950s and early 1960s the fair was greatly hampered by wet weather, which 

turned the showground into a boggy mess. 



 

 

Panoramic view of the fairground on Three Kings Piece, Mitcham, early 1960s 



 

 

Tiny tots queue for the ever popular donkey rides at  Mitcham Fair, 1967 



 

 Changing fashions at Mitcham Fair, c.1958. 

 Spot the young men ( far left ) with their fashionable teddy-boy or D.A haircuts. 



 

During the 1960s and ‘70s there were renewed complaints of antisocial behaviour and theft at 

Mitcham Fair. The growing popularity of competing forms of entertainment including music,  

and television also posed a threat to the annual event, which some people described as an 

“irrelevant nuisance.”  
 

To avoid some of the chaotic scenes associated with the arrival of multiple caravans, trucks and 

amusements, the newly formed London Borough of Merton gave more thought to the layout of 

pitches. They also organised car parks, a site office on Three Kings Piece and public toilets. 

Food health and safety was also improved, including regular hygiene inspections for food stalls 

on the fairground. 
 

The costs associated with these changes were passed on to the showmen to avoid a local rate 

increase. This caused problems for the fairground community as the declining popularity of the 

fair was already making it harder for them to make a living. Such difficulties were compounded 

by bad weather - several of the fairs staged in the late 1960s and early’70s were a washout due 

to torrential rain which turned the showground into a quagmire. 
 

To try and address such problems, the council increased the duration of the fair from three days 

to one week and increased the number of pitches available - however this had a knock-on  

effect for showmen who were already scheduled to attend events elsewhere in the country. 

From 1974 the showmen boycotted the event in a protest over rent increases, so ending their 

360 year tradition of staging an annual fair in Mitcham. 



 

 

The Octopus ride at Mitcham Fair, 1961 



 

The glow of fairground lights, 1960s 



 

 

The enduring popularity 

of the cake-walk, 1970s 



 

 

 

During the 1970s and ‘80s the Showmen’s Guild lobbied Merton Council for greater  

understanding and a return of the annual Mitcham fair. However it was the determination of the 

Fairground Society that finally secured the return of the much-loved event.  

Local members John Elwin and Harry Woodley lobbied councillors, MPs and event wrote to  

Her Majesty the Queen requesting assistance. Persistence paid off and in 1983 the fair returned 

to Three Kings Piece. 

 

Between 1983 and 1989 the fair was administered by the Showmen’s Guild, acting as an agent 

for the local authority and splitting the rents. 

 

Since 1990 the annual fair has been organised by JBR Promotions, a consortium of showmen 

with longstanding links to the fairground industry and the Mitcham event. They pay a fee to the 

council for use of Three Kings Piece and showmen register to take part in a ballot for the  

allocation of pitches. 

 

Despite changing fashions and competing forms of leisure activity, the fair continues to attract 

families with young children, teenagers and fairground enthusiasts. Mitcham Fair is now one of 

the oldest and largest surviving fairs in the UK - a tradition which deserves to be celebrated. 



 

Fairground Society members Harry Woodley and John Elwin were instrumental in securing the return of 

Mitcham Fair, after nearly a decade’s absence. 



 

Still plenty of fun for little ones – the return of Mitcham Fair, 1980s. 



 

The Mayor of Merton, Councillor Malcolm Searle opens Mitcham Fair, August 1994. 



 

 

Trailer homes and fairground rides pictured on Three Kings Piece, 1995 


